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ACROSS
Young man cheaply renovated part of a 
church (4,6)

1

Grand hotel not used by the police implicated 
in corruption (4)

6

A number of them berated old flame (5)9
Black gas crossing river's windy flow (3,6)10
Bakery's light touch is featured by short course 
(10)

12

Both sides clipped from galah's wing (3)13
Bring down the price of refined crude by a 
quarter (6)

15

Father misread a sperm test used to detect 
cancer (3,5)

16

Team certain of the stars (8)18
Termination of two-timing traitor is free (6)20
Get ready to fight member (3)23
Farm animal, set in place, moved around pipe 
cover (10)

24

Utter regret rattled terse tourist (9)26
Australian musicians knowing no bounds (5)27
People wear these useless things (4)28
Degradation found me wallowing in 
depression (10)
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DOWN
Bless rebel returning stare? (4)1
Criminal turned over hotel along with expert 
(3,4)

2

Coaches holding assistant up, before time out, 
with heartfelt problem? (7,6)

3

A player of music upset, oddly, with tune (6)4
Independent former union member learnt in a 
devious way (8)

5

Representative is in trim and ready (7)7
Discover and access room under new building 
(4,6)

8

Pay for cruise around certain property of great 
value (8-5)

11

Course about securing resort may be entered 
without permission (10)

14

Indonesian base infiltrated by group of 
regimented soldiers (8)

17

Mother on farm, quite old, is hurt (7)19
Stickler changed 1 down to flow? (7)21
A song of praise and love penned by a girl 
after conversion (6)

22

Democrat, ignoring approach, backed 
expression of annoyance (4)
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